BEDDING DISPENSER - SBD
Model

SBD

Exterior Dimensions (WxDxH)

Noise Output Level

(Measured as defined in ISO standard 3746)

Electrical

39.37” x 29.53” x 76.77”

Below 70 dBA

(limit as per Decree 91/277)

110V/60Hz
208V/60Hz
220V/60Hz

The Steelco semi automatic bedding dispenser SBD easy is a standalone unit dedicated to accurate dispensing
of any kind of free flow bedding.
The unit requires no installation, it is plug-and-play with a total height limited to 76.77” (1950mm) to allow an
easy access from a standard doorway or lift.
In order to protect the operator from allergene dust exposure, the unit integrates a high performance air
suction system that surrounds the dispensing ports.
The bedding dispenser is characterized by a high hygienic level thanks to the full stainless steel AISI 304 construction. The surface of the control panel is made of one piece glass, a Steelco exclusive in the market, it does
not have any recess where dust can collect and allows the easiest surface cleaning.
The bedding dispenser is controlled by an industrial grade PLC and the HMI is Soft Touch type with graphic
color LCD display.
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BEDDING DISPENSER - SBD
STANDARD FEATURES
Bedding Loading/Refilling
*Bedding is loaded manually at ergonomic height (33.46” /
850mm) on to the loading hopper. The hinged supporting grid
for the filling of the cages can be lifted up for bedding refilling
and is maintained open by gas pistons.
*The clean bedding falls into the hopper (37 gal) and is then
conveyed via a screw conveyor in dispensing silo (55.5 gal) that
is positioned in the upper part of the dispenser. The system
ensures that a full bottom tank will transfer any ‘free flowing
bedding’ to the top hopper in 1 minute approximately.
*The bedding dispenser is suitable also for conveyed filling.
Bedding Dispensing
*The dosing system uses capacitive sensors to detect the
presence of the cages in the correct position to start dispensing
and dispenses automatically without having to touch a trigger
bar or even come in contact with the dispenser.
*The standard configuration includes two delivery points
that can operate either independently (when filled by a single
mouth), or connected (when you fill the larger cages or you
choose the continous delivery from both mouths), this allows
minimum waste from the upper reservoir.
*The distribution of the bedding takes place by gravity, a timer
sets the amount of bedding to be discharged.
*A system of rotating blades in the dispenser grants the
repeatability of the amount of bedding dispensed. That amount
is not influenced by the volume of bedding present in the silo.
Air Suction System
*In order to protect the operator from dust exposure, the dispenser is equipped with an efficient air suction system. Suction
ports are concentrated around the dispensing mouths and work
continuously to avoid allergens and dust shedding.
*Easy access to the high level air filters for maintenance.

Microprocessor Control System
*Industrial grade PLC. The electronic programmable
microprocessor allows the use of up to 40 dispensing programs.
*Top tank level status
*For each program, the operator can set the parameters of
independent or connected mouth bedding dispensing and
discharge time.
*Automatic sleep mode: after 5 minutes of non-use the bedding
dispenser will go to sleep turning off all running parts until
reactivated.
Flexibility
*The bedding dispensing unit SBD is on casters so it can be
easily moved and placed wherever needed.
SAFETY FEATURES
Safety Shut-offs
*Automatic safety shut-off interlocks on the hinged supporting
grid.
*Automatic safety shut-off interlocks on fan filter.
CONSTRUCTION
*Entirely made of AISI 304 stainless steel
*External panels made of AISI 304 stainless steel Scotch Brite
finish Ra<40 μin and tempered HST glass
*Insulation: high performance acoustic insulation guards
OPTIONAL FEATURES
*Seismic Tie Down: Anchors bedding dispenser to floor
*Anti-Clog Kit: Anti-clog kit for compatibility with non free
flow types of bedding
*Multiport Dispensing Configuration: Bedding dispenser
configured with more than 2 dispensing ports

System HMI
*Full glass control panel with soft touch button areas and
graphic LCD display
System Monitoring
*Hopper empty sensor
*Over fill sensor - preventing over filling
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